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Introduction
NTRC provides network based threat recognition and analytics
through Cyber Kill Chain perspectives. Unlike other security
intelligence products/services, it sees inside of the network,
establish security metrics that directly applied to decision making
process of security risk management. All metrics provided are
generated strictly via data-driven and defense-in-depth strategy so
that it can be effectively applied for immediate results. It also
designed to deliver multi level views to various customers from
field analysts to “C” level executives through standard HTTP
browsers, smart phone and tablet PCs.

Fig 1. NTRC via Smart devices

Redefine Threat Space
Threat space in cyber security
should map every possible threat
element in its domain. However,
traditional threat management
inclined to deal known bad
component as it is depicted in Fig 2.
NTRC extend its one dimension
space to two dimensional space. The
Fig 2. Extended Threat Quadrant via NTRC

x axis measures awareness of the
threats, y axis does for credibility
creating the quadrants as known

good, known bad, unknown good and unknown bad. In this space, adversary’s activities can be
mapped as it moves from exploit, establishing c2, lateral movement and finally to the execution
stages. Security analyst in the network may not know better than adversaries outside of its
network, defender should know better about his network. However, attackers relentless information
gathering movement in victim’s network enables her to gain more knowledge about the targeted
network enough to fulfill the goal of data exfiltration, and/or system destruction. In traditional one
dimension threat model, such adversary can not be located. In the extended model, unknown
process can be located and tracked in each stages of the Cyber Kill Chain model.
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NTRC
NTRC tracks every persistent traffics generated from it monitored network. As the persistency is
caused by persistent process on computer system in the network, it can identify existence of the
process whether it is known or unknown to the users. It enables prioritization of security events as
it connects the dots by timeline analysis.
Figure 3 is NTRC’s Dashboard that provides
analytics of every persistent traffics in a
network. Upper left window shows daily trends
of persistent traffics in terms of its categories.
The prominent green line depicts number of
destination IPs of anti-virus softwares. On 5th
of June, the number of destination is dropped
to 3 as it is Sunday and few computers are on
in the network. Along with the tracking the
number of destination IP addresses, it also
Fig 3. NTRC Persistent Traffic Tracking Dashboard
tracks changes in geographic location, and
trust value of the destination. If some
legitimate command and control were hijacked
by nefarious adversaries, the trust value of the
destination should plunge from high to none so
that such incident should not be developed to
security incident. NetTRACK tracks more than
6,000 persistent traffics’ destination and
domain names so that it can be mapped to
one of the quadrants in the threat space.
NTRC does also provide relative standing of
Fig 4. Relative standing of security posture
security postures among the monitored
networks. Figure 4 is showing 6 different
networks and its relative standings in its persistent traffics’ type and trust. The orange color in the
pie charts show the number of pup/pua1 process in corresponding networks along with the number
of hosts in which the traffics are generated.

Conclusion
For last 10 years, information security threats have evolved rapidly but there has been little
changes in defense architectures. NTRC shows the way to move from Negative Security to
Positive Security to deal with unknown threat in the networks. NTRC provides effective data driven
security risk management capability to the customers via delivering dynamic change management
platform. It does also enables building resilient security defense structures through enhanced real
time situation awareness.
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